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Iraq War vateran, conscientious objector speaks at BSU
BY SARA BAHNSON
- News Editor
Iraq War veteran and consci-
entious objector Aidan Delgado
spoke in the Bishop.Barnwell Room
Boise State Student Union Building
Friday.
Delgado's Veteran's Day lecture,
"War, Peace and Transformation,"
Included his experiences as an
Army Reserve Hum-vee mechanic
ilJSouthern Iraq and at Abu Ghraib,
the prison now infamous for its
abuse and torture of prisoners.
Delgado displayed photographs
Badnarik focuses
on cnmmunism,
constitution
BY MICAH MCLAUGHLIN
News Writer
"The United States is at war,"
said Micahel Badnarik, the 2004
Libertarian presidential candidate.
Badnarik spoke Thursday in the
Student Union Jordan Ballroom.
"I'm not talking about the war in
Iraq," he continued. "We are en-
gaged In a ... war of Ideas. We are in
a war between individualism and
collectivism."
Badnarik, a self-declared expert
on the Constitution, lectured to a
group of around 100 supporters and
students about the abuses of the
Constitution throughout American
history up to and Including the
present.
One of the major themes of his
lecture was a comparison of the
United States with its current form
and institutions to the Communist
Manifesto of Marx and Engels.
According to Badnarik, the United
States is not a truly capitalist na-
tion.
"The United States is ... sup-
posed to be the antithesis of com-
munism," Badnarik said. "The first
item in the Communist Manifesto
is the abolition of private property.
Our Founding-Fathers said that pri-
vate property was as sacred as the
word of God and the communists
think we're going to abolish private
property."
Badnarik cited the recent
Supreme Court ruling on emi-
nent domain and compared it with
the first plank of the Communist
Manifesto.
"The purpose of the Constitution
and the government it creates is
to protect you private property,"
Badnarik said.
Badnarik said his taxes, when he
lived in California, totaled 48 per-
cent.
"When do you get to say 'alright,
that's too much'?" he asked. "The
founding fathers asked that same
question. The Founding Fathers
decided that if the government is
taking or controlling one third of
your productive output the sys-
tem we have is no better than the
feudal system we tried to replace,"
Badnarik said.
He also spoke on topics such
as the drug war. According to
Badnarik, the U.S. Government
has no business, restricting,' the
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of his experience in Iraq - from
sunrises and sunsets to photos of
Iraqi children to a soldier scooping
out the brains of a dead Iraqi,
"If people saw what we were do-
ing in Iraq, they would not be in
support of the war," Delgado said.
Delgado is currently travel-
ing around the country speaking
of his accounts. The Idaho "Peace
Coalition and the BSU Cultural
Center sponsored his lecture at
BSU.
Delgado said he enlisted in the
Reserves because he felt bored with
college. He said he enlisted on the
morning of Sept. 11, 2001, before
news of the World Trade Center
attacks broke. Delgado was later
called for service In the second Iraq
War.
"I wanted to do the opposite of
being intellectual, so that was join-
ing the military," Delgado said.
Delgado said he was intellectu-
ally and politically against the war
from the beginning and that he
didn't have the upbringing of the
average soldier. His father was an
agricultural diplomat who grew up
in Egypt and Thailand, according
to Delgado.
"Other guys in my unit werein
complete culture shock, so they
were in fear of the Iraqis," Delgado
said.
Delgado said he was different
from many of the other soldiers be-
cause of his ability to speak Arabic
to the Iraqi people, due to his de-
cade of living in the Middle East.
"Being able to speak with Iraqis, I
found them to be very welcoming,"
Delgado said.
Delgado said he was impressed
by the Iraqi's response to foreign
soldiers.
. "After six months, [the Iraqis]
would say, 'I love you, thank you for
liberating us, when are you going
hornet"
Delgado said he began to study
Buddhism while in Iraq and didn't
want to b.e a "Sunday morning
Buddhist." Delgado also said it was
his experience with Iraqi prisoners
that influenced his decision to be-
come a conscientious objector.
"It was my encounter with pris-
oners of war that made me change
my mind [about the war]," Delgado
said. "I handed in my assault rifle ...
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ing and the history ofthe AIDS
Memorial Quilt at the recep-
tion.
Newbold said he hopes this
event will motivate people to
take action, either by getting
tested for HIV and other STDs,
or by encouraging others
to do so.
According to www.aidsquilt.
arg, the NAMES Project is the
custodianoftheAIDSMemorlal
Quilt, which will be in the
Jordan Ballroom from Nov. 29
to Dec. 2.
The quilt and the NAMES
Project originated in 1987 in
San Francisco.
Each of the over 44,000
'panels of the quilt are three
feet by six feet. - the size of a
human grave.
The panels commemorate
the lives of those who have
died from AIDS and were sewn
by the family members, friends
and lovers of those individuals.
The quilt has had more than 14
million visitors since 1987, ac-
cording to www.aidsquilt.org.
Other events for HIV/AIDS
Awareness Week include the
presentation of "Road to Hope,"
a documentary, about young
adults with HIV.
A'ID" S' M" • I' Q.' tlt.. r '.' • ';emona ·Ul .••.•,'
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Volunteers for the AIDSMemorial Quilt project hold hands as thenames of the deceased are read on the Ellipse.
Quilt tobe
unveiled during
HIV/AIDS
Awareness Week
BY SARA BAHNSON
fJ TOVAH JOHNSON
News Staff-
Eight panels of the AIDS
Memorial Quilt, which in its
full display contains the names
of more than 83,400 individu-
als who died from AIDS or
HIV-related causes, will be dis-
played at Boise State beginntng
Nov. 28 as part of HIV/AIDS
Awareness Week.
Student Activities, the
Volunteer Services Board and
the BSU Health, Wellness and
Counseling Center are spon-
soring HIV/AIDS Awareness
Week, which will include a
quilt-unveiling reception on
Nov. 29 at 7 p.m, in the Jordan
Ballroom, Student Union
Building.
Taylor Newliold, director of
VS'B, will explain the mean-
"They've been traveling
around the nation and some
of them are from our commu-
nity," said Kate Guerrero of
Wellness Services at BSU.
Guerrero said she hopes
Awareness Week will educate
BSU students about HIV/AIDS.
One-third of the HIV-positive
population doesn't know they
have it, Guerrero said.
"Our whole goal is to create a
healthier campus community,"
Guerrero said.
Guerrero said educating
students about the difference
between HIV and AIDS is also
important.
She said it should be noted
that many places in the com-
munity offer HIV testing and
that free rapid HIV testing will
be available on campus at. the -
SUB.
Guerrero said 500 coupons
for free rapid HIV testing will
be available at the information
booth on Dec. 1 from 11 a.m.
to 1p.m:
"HIV is another STD and
it just happens to be a fatal
one," Guerrero said. "It's 100
percent fatal and 100 percent
preventable."
HIV/AIDS
Awareness Week
Schedule
Nov.2S
Road to Hope Tour
Tto 9 p.m.
Special Events Center, SUB
A documentary of young adults
living with HIV share their stories
Nov. 29 to Dec. 2
AIDS Memorial Quilt
-8 a.m. to 6 p.rn,
Jordan AB Room, SUB
Dec. 1
Free Rapid HIV Testing
10 a.m. to 3 p.rn,
Shipman Room, SUB
Results in 20 minutes.
Call HSC for an appointment
at 367-7038. '
Candlelight Vigil
8 p.m.
Ann Morrison Park, Circle of Trees
Show your support for those liVing
with HIV/AIDS.
Informational Booth
11 a.m, to 1 p.m.
Free giveaways and safer sex kits
" When I see
those yellow
ribbons on the back
of cars, it makes me
want to vomit. It
takes nothing to pay
a dollar and slap it
on your car. , ,
- Aidan Delgado
Lecturers widen
BSU students I
'Point of View'
~,~~ttm6i:f~!6~,i~;~~~~tJ~~1'qt;~~~it?lt~t~ijllil~~~9tjl
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BY GINNY EGGLESTON
News Writer
On Nov. 8 and 9 Boise State
Student Activities held its annual
Point of View conference with a
theme of "Human Rights: A Global
Responsibility?"
According to Student Activities,
this, year's Point of View confer-
ence had three goals: To develop
and implement an academically-
focused program to address issues
in contemporary society; to engage
Boise State University students,
faculty, staff, community members
and the media in, and to explore
diverse points of view and offer the
opportunity for students, faculty
and community members to pres-
ent papers, research, artistic pro-
grams, panel discussions and open
forums.
Catherine Allen, Point of View
conference coordinator, said the
program was a success.
"We accomplished our objective
to create a dialogue and increase
awareness of social issues ... the
attendance numbers were way up
from the two previous years," Allen
said.
She said part of the increase in
numbers was due to faculty in-
volvement.
"The administration and faculty
took notice of this program, and
actively encouraged students to get
involved," Allen said.
Professor John Ziker from BSU's
Anthropology Department advised
this year's conference and present-
ed "The Environment and Human
Rights" in partnership' with Lisa
Brady, BSU professor of history.
The discussion focused on how
human rights can be maintained
while maintaining the, environ-
ment. According toZiker, often the
human rights of indigenous people,
such as the Inuits of Alaska are vio-
lated in the interest of conserva-
tion. An example ofthis isthe limits
on the amount of whaling Inuits are
allowed to do each season in the in-
terest of conserving the whale spe-
cies.
Ziker said it is often unfair that
the Inuits are limited on the amount
of whaling they are allowed to do
when they are not necessarily the
cause of the declining number of
whales worldwide.
Ziker's perspective on Indig-
,'See 'fleW [page 3) .
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PIETERMARITZBURG, South
Africa - Wearing tight braids, dark
sunglasses and a trendy white
tracksuit, Nokuthula Shezl looks
like your typical, appearance-con-
scious 17-year-old.
But she's careful not to attract the
wrong kind of attention. She's a vir-
gin, and so determined to remain
one that every month she submits
to a virginity test, letting an older
woman inspect her body for signs
that she's been sexually active.
Hundreds ofgirls like Shezi go for
monthly tests in this Zulu-speak-
ing, largely rural region of South
Africa, where being certified a vir-
gin gives a girl status. An ancient
Zulu rite of womanhood, virginity
testing has been revived in recent WASHINGTON- Hoping to fend
years in an effort to shield girls from off a potential windfall profits .
the region's high rates of child rape, tax, leaders of the five biggest U.S.
teen pregnancy and AIDS. oil companies denied before two
Now South Africa is about to ban Senate committees on Wednesday
-vlrglnity testing after years of criti- that they gouged consumers while
cism from rights groups who say earning recent record profits.
the tests are invasive, medically TheSenateEnergyandCommerce
unsound and biased against girls. committees called in rive oil indus-
The ban is part of a children's _ try captains to explain their con-
rights bill that's passed South troversial combined third-quarter
Africa's Parliament and is awaiting profits of$32.8 billion and what are
approval by a council of provinces. expected to be industrywide annu-
The bill also would, regulate sev- al profits approaching $100billion.
eral religious and cultural practic- Those profits came from American
es deemed harmful to children. It consumers who paid more than $3
outlaws female genital mutilation, a gallon for gasoline this fall and
gives boys the right to refuse ritual face record home-heating costs this
circumcision and prohibits forced winter.
marriage. "My constituents, and actually
But it's the clause on virgin- most Americans, think that some-
ity testing that's stirred the must budy rigs these prices. That in the
controversy, pitting rights groups process, somebody's getting ripped
against South Africa's large and po- off, and they think it's them:' said
Iitically sensitive Zulu community Energy Committee Chairman Pete
world '
South Africa to
outlaw virginity
testing for girls
'"-andits traditional beliefs.
"The people who are saying this
is a violation of our rights, they
should come and talkco us Instead
oftalking on our behalf," Shezi said
recently, sitting In the shady park in
Pietermaritzburg, the capital of the
KwaZulu-Natal province, where she
often goes for testing, "They have
never asked us about our beliefs."
Originally used in the Zulu king-
dom to set bridal dowries, 11 head
of cattle for avlrgln instead of
the standard 10, Virginity testing
died out in the 20th century under
white rule. In the mid-I990s it
resurfaced in KwaZulu-Natal as
South Africa saw a sudden spike in
deaths from AIDS.
national
Big Oil's leaders say
they did not gouge
consumers
Dominici, R-N.M.,setting the stage'
for the nearly four-hour grilling.
Sen. Larry Craig, R-Idaho, was
blunter. '
"I must tell you, it's not terribly
fun defending you,' he said, add-
ing that constituents besieged
him at recent town hall meetings,
demanding to know why Idaho's
gasoline prices are 15 cents higher
than the national average.
One by one, the executives re-
counted how hurricanes disrupted
oil production and pipeline activ-
ity in the Gulf of Mexico and dam-
aged oil refineries along the Gulf
Coast. And they noted that even be-
fore hurricanes Katrina and Rita, a
tight global market for oil supplies,
caused partly by China's surging
demand, had driven up gasoline
prices around the world.
, local/bsu
Theatre Majors
Association presents
Fall Showcase
The Boise State Theatre Majors
Association will present its fall
showcase at 7:30 p.m, from Nov.
30 through Dec. 2 at the Morrison
Center Stage II.
Admission is $7 general; a $2-off
coupon is available at the Theatre
Majors Association Web site, www.
boisestate.edu/studentcrgs/tma.
Allof the performances in the fall
showcase are written, directed or
produced by theatre majors at BSU.
The lineup includes "Cameras,"
by Jon lory, directed by student
Brccca Chabot-Olson.
In "Cameras:' a group-of photog-
raphers take pictures of everything
from roses to people when a young
woman emerges to discuss how
sickening art and the media can
become.
Act I of "Private Lives," by Noel
Coward, directed bystudent Karissa
Murrell, is about a recently di-
vorced couple, Amanda and Elyot,
who find themselves in adjoining
hotel rooms on honeymoons with
their new - and wholly unsuitable
- spouses.
During the course of the
play, they discover that they
are truly in love with each other
and have been all along.
"Ducks," is a comedy written and
directed by student Jason Dixon.
In this comedy, two friends feed
Cheetos to ducks.
"A Streetcar Named the Hairy
Death Of Hedda Hamlet Rex of the
Opera," was written by students
Erin Chancer and Adam Harrell;
Harrell is the director and Chancer
is the assistant director.
Several characters from various
genres in the theatrical world con-
vene to elect the new president of
their fictional characters' union.
Mayhem ensues.
International week
highlights global
awareness
BOiseState is blending global fla-
vors, entertainment and lectures
in celebration of International
Education Week, taking place Nov.
14-18.:
Events will encourage inter-
national awareness" according
to International Student Adviser
Christy Babcock-Quintero.
"Awareness is the highlight of the
week," Babcock-Quintero said.
She said the International
AwarenessPair, WednesdayfromlO
a.m, to 2p.m, in the Hatch Ballroom
of the Student Union Building, is
the week's main event.
The fair showcases the interna-
tional connections, opportunities,
businesses, cultures and events in
the Boise community.
Irish Dance Idaho, Rudrneela
Nawsheen, Sergiu MorarU andoth-
ers will perform entertainment;
·We want to raise awareness
about the international opportunl-
'tIes that exist right here on our cam-
pus~' Babcock-Quintero said.
On Tuesday, Nov. 15 and
Thursday, Nov.17,a conference dis-
cussing the struggles. and rewards
ofbeing multl1ingual will take place
in the Farnsworth Room ofthe SUB
from 10:40a.m, to noon.
Students will give short presen-
tations on the music of language,
discrimination and accent and lan-
guage diversity.
A discussion of the Fulbright
Program takes place Tuesday from
12:15 to 1:30 p.m, in the Brink
Room of the SUB. The session in-
cludes a panel of faculty with
Fulbright experience.
The Fulbright Information
Session is open to the public, but
the Fulbirght award is only avail-
able to graduating seniors, gradu-
ate students and faculty.
The week also includes a Japan
Night on Thursday from 6 to 9 p.m.
in the Lookout at the SUB.
The Japan Club will provide a
Japanese menu, travel presenta-
tions from BSO students, and arts
and culture discussions with BSU
professor John Francis and various
musical presentations.
"It's a great opportunity,"
Babcock-Quintero said.
what the'? '
Man, that is one
tough judge
Ajudge in Locbau.Gerrnany, or-
dered a disabled man's motorized
wheelchair confiscated for three
months after the man was arrested
for driving it while drunk for the
fourth time.
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Aidan Delgado, Iraq War c:onsctentlous objector, said people need to know the truth about the war.
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and said, 'I want to be processed as
a conscientious objector. I believe
this war Is wrong.'"
Delgado said his commander told
everyone in his unitabout his con-
scientious objector status and that
the other soldiers shunned him.
"No one sat by me during lunch,"
Delgado said.
Delgado said he stayed on with
the Reserves as a mechanic.
"I will be the first to admit that
I was the most insubordinate sol-
dier," Delgado said.
Delgado said he would wear a col-
orful head rag or grow out his beard
to spite his commander.
"They punished me for making
a mockery of military customs,"
Delgado 'said. He said his horne
leave was taken away because of
his insubordinate behavior and his
conscientious objector status.
'Delgado said as a conscientious
objector, he was given some of the
worst tasks. At one point, Delgado
said he was a "coffee boy" in the
main office with the officers who
were implicated in the Abu Ghraib
scandal. However, Delgado said
paperwork regarding the back-
grounds of the prisoners was avail-
able to him.
"The majority of the prisoners [at
Abu Ghraib] committed no violent
crime or no crime at all," Delgado
said.
At Abu Ghralb, Delgado ~ald pris-
oners were housed outside In can-
vas tents that were surrounded by
barbed wire. He said there were 60
to 70 prisoners held In each tent.
The American soldiers lived In pris-
on cells inside the building, accord-
ing to Delgado.
Delgado said there was a prob-
lem with communicable diseases
at Abu Ghralb 'because of the close
quarters and cold weather. He said
prisoners and soldiers had dysen-
teryand 16 members of his unit ar-
rived horne from the war with tu-
berculosis.
Delgado quoted the Geneva
Convention during his lecture,
which includes protocols regarding
the treatment of prisoners of war,
when discussing the environment
the prisoners at Abu Ghraib were
subjected to.
Delgado said a sergeant at Abu
Ghraib shot prisoners for throwing
rocks in protest of their living con-
ditions.
"I noticed a growing sentiment
[within my unit] .... There's a lot
of anti-Arab sentiment," Delgado
said.
Delgado said the racial slur for
Iraqis, "hogl," was used rampantly
by American soldiers and that the
slur contributed to racist senti-
ment.
"I never heard an Iraqi called a",
Iraqi," Delgado said,
After a year in Iraq, Delgado said
he was recognized and honorably
discharged as a conscientious ob-
jector.
"As crazy as it sounds, I still miss
it," Delgado said, referring to the
kinship he developed with other
American soldiers.
Delgado said returning from Iraq
was very difficult for the soldiers In
his unit.
"Almost -everyone in my unit
turned to a psychologist or the bot-
tle or both," Delgado said.
Delgado said in Iraq, he and the
other soldiers were "demigods, but
when we got back, we were just a
sophomore in college or a blue-col-
lar worker."
Delgado showed a photograph of
the medals and certificates he re-
ceived for serving in Iraq.
"They mean nothing to me,"
Delgado said.
Delgado, 23, lives in Sarasota,
Fla. and is currently completing his
undergraduate degree in religion at
the New College of Florida.
"I think the only way we'll turn,
the tide is when you can listen to
people talk from the heart, and
Aidan did that," said Robin Ruston,
a community member who attend-
ed the event.
Delgado said he speaks at peace
movements because they are the
ones supporting the troops.
"When I see those yellow ribbons
on the back of cars, it makes me
want to vomit. It takes nothing to
pay a dollar and slap it on your car,"
Delgado said.
Badnarik [from pags 11 of the black market created by
making alcohol illegal. Badnarik
use of drugs. Badnarik referred to said he blamed bootleggers and
Prohibition during the early 1900s gangsters such as Al Capone, who
as "the first drug war." -thrivedon-the -underground mar-
"We passed. .. ' the 16th ket, fnr violence that resulted from
'ArrfeIfdIIlellt and alcohol was now a:"profitllPle black'market for liquor.
not only Illegal but unconstltutlon- ; , ""We are doing, the same thing
al," Badnarik said. "The' govern- with drugs," Badnarik said. He not-
ment has no authority to tell you ed that Coca-Colacontained twelve
what you can or cannot drink. The grams of cocaine at one time and
16th Amendment was technically that opium was once available at
unconstitutional." drug stores.
Badnarik said more people died "We didn't have the drug prob-
because of alcohol during prohi- lem until we made it illegal, and
bition but not because they drank now that it's Illegal it makes a lot of
more. He said that it was because money .." $10,000 to make the drugs
and you cansell it for $1,000,000,
.and that kind of profit margin is
worth killing for," Badnarik said.
He also related a story of how he
was' arrested, trying to get into Boo
presidential debate during the last
election to illustrate limitations set ,"
by government on political free- '
dom.
The 'lecture was followed by a
question and answer period in
which attendees asked about spe-
cific points of the Libertarian plat-
form.
Questions ranged from the sta-
tus of Area 51' to immigration
to education.
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enous peoples' rights comes from
his fieldwork in Siberia. He said
Siberian indigenous people are
very good at preserving their envi-
ronment, especially when it comes
to hunting. He specifically talked
about their hunting taboos. For ex-
ample, they will not kill a bear un-
less the bear attacks their village
first. Otherwise, the bear is consid-
ered almost human in that they be-
lieve the bears are deceased friends
and relatives who have been rein-
carnated.
Lisa Brady gave historical perc
spectives on conservation and hu-
man rights. During the open dis-
cussion, students brought up his-
torical events such as the deforesta-
tion of Easter Island by indigenous
groups. Brady also talked about the
new global economy and how dif-
ficult it is to push environmental
limits on developing countries that
are struggling to compete in world
markets.
Kate Delana, a communications
graduate student, said she attended
several of the Point of View forums
because of her personal interest in
the issues raised. She said the fo-
rum on international perspectives
on women and poverty presented
by Linda Anooshlan, BSU professor
of psychology, was one of the more
beneficial forums.
"[Ancoshian] really brought
horne the issues of poverty not just
worldwide, but in the U.S. too. [She]
had good insight about women be-
ing submissive to men [globally].
Women [as caretakers] are under-
valued economically, therefore un-
dervalued socially," Delana said.
A list of possible topics for next
year's Point of View conference
will be compiled by the Faculty
Senate In March. The Associated
Students of Boise State University
will choose one topic from that list
for Point of View 2006.
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You can have
our guns
when you pry
them from
our cold,
dead hands
BY BRANDON STOKER
Opinion Writer
murder of unborn children, every
American would be armed with
thermonuclear weapons (with the
dual right to detonate without pa-
rental or spousal notification, of
course).
For those unfamiliar with the
Second Amendment, it's somewhat
important to the success of the
American experiment
The Founders did not justify its
inclusion in the Bill of Rights sim-
ply because "some people like to
hunt" or "guns are fun to play with."
They qualified the amendment as a
right "necessary to the security of a
free State."
The implications of this state-
ment are threefold:
First, the security of a free people
rests in their ability to resist tyran-
ny. The Founders clearly argued in
the Declaration of Independence
that governments are instituted
among men to protect rights, de-
riving their powers from consent of
the people, and that when govern-
ments become destructive to this
end [protecting rights], the people
have the right to revolt.
How can an unarmed nation re-
sist tyrannical government? ... It
can't. That's why dictators consoli-
date their power by disarming their
subjects and arming a loyal mili-
tary. Popular armament is the only
tenable defense against despotism.
Second, personal security can
only be guaranteed when people
Watdo left-wingrad-, icals have in com-mon with Hitler,. Mussolini, Stalin,
and sundry other military dicta-
tors? They want to disarm the peo-
ple.
A movement is underway in our
. country to undermine the Second
Amendment to the Constitution
that guarantees "the right of the
people to keep and bear Arms." I'm
not talking about simple gun con-
trol measures like restrictive con-
cealed weapon permits or firearm
purchase waiting periods-these
are fairly reasonable measures that
protect the public from homicidal
maniacs. There are people who lit-
erally want to confiscate and, out-
law firearms in their entirety.
Last week, in spite of opposi-
tion from law enforcement and the
media, San Franciscans approved
Proposition H, which outlaws the
purchase, sale, and ownership of
all firearms and ammunition with-
in city limits. Similar laws can be
found in Chicago and Washington
DC.
I find it difficult to understand
why these people are so openly
hostile to manifestly obvious con-
stitutionalliberties. If liberals pro-
tected the second amendment with
half the zeal invested to defend the
O I don't want• to wait until I graduate to• start job hunting. I've heard
about networking, but I'm not sure
how to start. Is it more than just let-
ting my friends and family know
I'm looking for a job?
L
v.
tablished a net-
work of friends and family (don't
forget your classmates), you'll want
to develop a job-search network.
The following are some steps from
the Boise.State Career Center:
A Being pro-active in your· • job hunting is an exce.llent. . • start. Since you have" es- STEP 1:Get the word out that you are j
are entitled to a credible defense.
In other words, a great way to deter
criminals is to ami the population.
I would ven-
, ture to assume
that burglars,
rapists, and
other crimi-
nals are more
willing to vic-
timize an un-
armed woman
in Washington
DC than a Texas
cowgirl who
might be pack-
ing enough
heat to' invade
France.
And - aside
from their de-
terrent charac-
teristics,' fire-
arms provide a
very effective
defense when
needed. If and when law enforce-
ment fails-as it did in the after-
math of Hurricane Katrina and
other disasters and crises-the only
security individuals have against
malicious criminals can be found
in personal firearms.
Finally, popular armament deters
and protects against foreign inva-
sion. Thefactthatthe Revolutionary
War was fought by citizen militias
with personal firearms rather than
a professional army speaks vol-
urnes about the Founders' persua-
sions on this matter. They saw an
armed populace as a powerful tool
against hos-
tile invasions,
whether from
the British, the
French, or in-
digenous popu-
lations. .
If any les-
son can be
learned from
the Vietnam
War, the Soviel
invasion of
Afghanistan,
and the
Chechen resis-
tance move-
ment, it's that
citizen resis-
tance can be
very effective.
Despite
overwhelming
technological and tactical advan-
tages, modern militaries have been
roundly defeated by highly deter-
mined, lightly armed militias. Any
nation that would invade the United
States would have to reckon with the
reality of a harsh resistance marked
by prolonged urban warfare and
guerilla terrorism.
Disarmament of the American
people is simply an inane. and
manifestly dangerous proposition.
" If liberals
protected the
second amendment
with .half the zeal
invested to defend
the murder of
unborn children,
every American
would be armed
with thermonuclear
weapons. "
searching for a job. Ask friends
about opportunities where they
work. Contact people you know
who work for organizations where
you would like to work. Ask for
leads and referrals.
STEP 2:
Contact trade and professional or-
ganizations from job banks, mem-
bership directories, newsletter list-
ings, the Internet, etc. Obtain lists
of an organization's contacts. Get
lists of established professionals in
your field of interest.
STEP 3:
Target individuals in fields or or-
ganizations with whom you would
like to contact for an informational
ILLUSTRATION BY LEONA ELLSWORTH!I'HE ARBITER
interview. Call key people whose
names you have obtained and ask
for an appointment to learn more
about their specific industry. You
will be surprised how effecjive this
approach can be. People are often
quite helpful when asked for advice
and may provide names of others for
you to contact. Try to obtain at least
two or three names from each per-
son with whom you speak. These
names lead to other names and
you will begin to build a network
of contacts. As your network grows,
job opportunities could emerge.
NOTE: Do not use the informa-
tional interview as a eover tor a job
interview. Focus on gathering in-
formation and leads.
. "Fuck gunslEvery
,gun should be -
abolished .ft
Charles Lundergan
Social Work
"Yes, there should be
tougher laws on who
can own a gun. 1don't
think in a modern
society we need a semi
automatic machine gun
to hunt deer."
"I have no idea. I
don't even know
what the gun
laws are."
Hilary Dellis
Health Science Studies
'. ,
"No. The Second
Amendment
guarantees my .
right to bear arms
and nobody should
infringe on that
right."
STEP 4:
During an informational interview,
ask the person what you'd like to
know; for example, how he or she
obtained their position, and what
they like and dislike about the job,
organization and industry. Ask for
information about career oppor-
tunities ' in the field. Most impor-
tantly, ask who you should contact
for more information regarding ac-
tual job opportunities. This refer-
ral information is the key to getting
results. Finally, be sure to write and
thank your information source for
his or her time and assistance. This
is not only the courteous and pro-
fessional thing to do, but it keeps
your network alive.
It is important to keep an accurate
record of with whom you've talked,
as that person will have shared
with you vital information about
their organization. Make a note of
who referred you, making it easier
to keep new names straight for even'
the most organized person!
The Career Center offers
many job-search
strategies at their Web site
hUp://career.boisestate.edu/
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BY MARIAN~ BEKKER
Culture Columnist
'Your Ancient See Through;
'American Rambler'
The
ERI8k:
.',;:.;:-.- '\;," ... ": .,,' " .,.
;H1'il:~~~DDks~Fletry "YourAncient See Through" and "Parrot Drum" Friday night.
BY DUSTIN LAPRAY
Arbiter Staff
When you put a pair of poets to-
gether, there's bound to be a con-
cussion of viewpoints and style.
Imagine being a poet, and being
married to one, too. Hoa Nguyen
and Dale Smith pull it off nicely.
The married couple produce
Skanky Possum, a literary maga-
zine, together.
, They both spoke and read their
personal poetry to a crowd of about
75 students, faculty, staff and citi-
zens in the Lookout Room of the
Boise State Student Union Building
Friday night.
Their poetic styles are dissimi-
lar.
Nguyen read from two of her
collections: "Your Ancient See
Through" and her latest work,
"Parrot Drum."
Nguyen's poems are short. Her
rappy poems battle the intellectual
and the everyday. BSU Professor
Martin Corless-Smith introduced
Nguyen and said she was disarm-
ing the play of childhood and that
"these poems flash with REM in-
tensity."
She claimed it was not possible to
not be sexual, while reading about
her 'untouched bubble-gum me,'
with infinity and wholes, wrapped
in purple coveralls, dragging the
purple piano.
Nguyen lunged from short poem
to short poem, throwing out snip-
pets of experience wrapped in deli-
cacy.
"Let's say we are ruined" and
those two lines that touched a
nerve, "this isn't important or I am"
-Apoetic
coupling
and "I never wanted to touch you
and still do."
Nguyen owned this dismantled
beat, a driving rhythm that has be-
come the staccato norm as slam po-
etry rivals printed poems. Yet, she
later said that she prefers the writ-
ten word over electronically creat-
ed on-screen print.
She told the crowd that "The
Earth is capable and heals you, you
have friends among the weeds."
And "The earth is in me, I'm old
and clay."
She was frequently interrupted by
her toddler son Keaton, who sidled
up to her podium in the Lookout
room, lounging on the carpet. He
would ask her questions about what
she was reading, She would answer
and to the audience she almost
seemed to be reading to him and
they too for a moment could iden-
tify with childhood lines of ques-
tioning.
She once told him that the par-
ticular poem in her hand was about
him; dropping seeds Into the tilled
earth, watching pale-green sprouts
and he listened with the crowd.
She read a song about heing un-
der the influence of blackberries,
taken slightly from Shakespeare's
Sonnet 86, in which she toyed with
their dead alive ripe red juice and
claimed that "Poetry, 'you're a rip-
ening disease, ripening and dead."
"We live in an economy, not a
world," Nguyen said. "They sell you
what disappears."
Then she dove back in, ask-
ing "why does this garlic come
from China?" contemplating sell-
Ing her plasma and talking about
underpaid Florida farm worker's
Fashion's hits
and misses
You go!ta know what
you're doing when you
break fashion's rules
picking tomatoes for tacos, citing
that some CEO was to blame and
begged someone to put a code onto
that poem, along with a disclaimer
asking it not to be memorized by
heart.
Nguyen ended her sequence with
what she termed 'bummer poems,'
including one about President Bush
being the fittest president, with all
the jogging and vacationing and
such.
When Dale Smith took the stage
he passed off their younger child to
his wife and read from "American
Rambler," his dive into the history.
of the conquests of Cabeza de Vaca,
a 16'h century Spanish explorer
who shipwrecked in a hurricane off
Florida and survived to land around
what is now Galveston, Texas.
Corless-Smith called Smith's
study an "excavation of American-
ness." And later, Smith said that
when he moved to Texas, he want-
ed to find out what was under the
malls and parking lots, and all that
was on record was De Vaca's jour-
nal, 'so he went with that.
The book has lyrics at the top of
pages and historical facts at the
bottoms,
This mixing of history and new
poetry owns what Smith called 'fer-
tile soil' in the American canon.
Smith's poems followed De Vaca
as he pretended to be a shaman
to survive and wrote about
how the sun drank of
blood and the moon
played with the meat,
with nil ked children running like
men, the fire is fire, earth is move-
ment and movement becomes an-
other part. The continent's trilogy:
corn, squash, bean, and the turtle
half-eaten in its shell tastes of ash.
Smith said that he was trying to
identify the experience of being
American, identifying environ-
ments, which interact, exchange to
make life.
He said, "I wrangle the inauspi-
cious tangle of human relations."
He read such lines as, "I have my
pistol, it's loud on the water when
darkness moves." '
And, in reference finally, to his
friend and author Karl Thayer, who
died last week, "I wonder how the
dead move around us, the awk-
ward, the life-traces of a gone man,
poems for a man who no longer
needs them; an exchange of ener-
gies takes place."
He insisted we watch a sunset
through a window, concluding that
a poet should n eve r
just he a
poet.
I'll be the first to admit it, rules
are meant to be broken. This little
saying goes for fashion rules as well.
And while Irealize Iam constantly
spouting off rules for the world of
fashion, 1 know that these can be
broken, and sometimes should be.
For example, back in September I
told everyone to stop wearing white
after Labor Day. There are several
reasons behind this fashion rule
and Ithink I did a pretty darn good
job explaining why white is bad
after that national holiday that we
oh-so love because classes are can-
celled and businesses are closed.
But 1 always wondered the exact
reason why white is such a no-no
after Labor Day. Apparently the ex-
act reason for this tradition is un-
certain.
One explanation is that since
white reflects light and heat, white
clothes are lower quality protec-
tion against cold weather.
. Now that winter is upon us, you
would think I would still be a firm
believer in no white during this
season.
Well the "no white after Labor
Day" rule can be broken - and
should be because there is some re-
ally cute winter-wear that is in this
pristine hue.
So yes ladies and gents, I am say-
ing it is okay to wear white after
Labor Day. Limiting when white
can be worn is in itself an outdated
concept.
There are a million cute sweat-
ers and coats and boots that come
in white. For example, I recently
bought a winter coat that is white .
as white can be with some fur trim.
Idon't think Iwill have a problem
keeping warm in it because it is
also lined in fur. Yes, itis verywarrn
and cozy and also very white.
There are also a few types of
shoes I have found in this fair col-
or that are
very much a fashion lilt for
the winter season. Irecently spied
a pair of Mary Janes that were white
but very cute and looked great with
a sweater and a scarf, There are
also a slew of boots that come in
white now and they are meant to
be (and should be cause they are
super cute) worn during winter.
I do, however, think that the
whole "no white after Labor Day"
rule should stili be a general guide-
line people should follow. Youwant
to be lighter and cooler in the sum-
mer so you'll wear more light, pas-
tel-ish colors. Black and other dark
colors arc generally perceived as
warm, so they are used more in fall,
and winter.
But if you find something in
white and it's winter, don't hesitate
to try it. Breaking the "no white af-
ter Labor Day" rule is a little fun.
Your clothing optionawill increase
ten-fold. But remember, you got to
know what the heck you are doing
when you break a rule.
For example, don't wear white
that is obviously meant to be worn
in the warmer months. The other
day 1 saw this woman (no names
will be named, but probably should
so she can stop this fashion horror)
with white pants on. Not only were
the pants white, they were made
out of a very thin material - some-
thing that makes no sense to wear
when its 40 degrees outside. This
'thin material also resulted in the
pants being slightly see-through
and that's a fashion mishap on
its own, 'no matter what color the
material is.
So remember, wearingwhiteright
now is perfectly fine. Just break the
rules right. No one wants to see
through your pants in the dead of
winter - or any other season- for
that matter.
Cirque du Bois celebrates women Recipe of the week: Blueberry;
banana and oatmeal smoothies
The phrase "breakfast is the most
important meal of the day" pos-
sesses much truth. Not only does
it replenish the body after hours
of sleep, but eating breakfast also
helps a 'person combat disease,
weight gain and other illnesses.
As abusy college student, drink-
ing breakfast often becomes a'
ritual; no, I'm not talking about
Mimosas or Bloody Mary's, rather
juice, coffee or tea. Well, sure juice
is great, but it doesn't pack a pro-
tein punch needed to start the day.
According to "Betting on Breakfast"
by Elizabeth M. Ward, M.S., R.D.,
"complex carbohydrates are clear-
ly the cornerstone of [a] beneficial
breakfast, [but) the most beneficial
morning meals include dairy, too."
Breakfast is also a key component
to managing weight gain. "A recent
article in the American Journal of
Epidemiology suggests thatpeople
who skip breakfast are more likely
to pack on the pounds, which can
be hazardous to your health," ac-
cording to Ward's article.
This week I am sharing my se-
cret twist on a classic. smoothie,
.'Oatmeal, vanlllasoymllk and fruit·
are the key ingredients; First off,'"
a blender.ls-a-must; so if you hav~
one,smoothies area great way 10' .. "
. -. . ... ;. ~,- . - '.'
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" A catalyst
of creative force
has come into
fruition and
mushroomed
into this beautiful
thing
BY AMBER FUGER
Assistant Cutture Editor
Spectacular entertainment by
multiple performers from an ar-
ray of genres held on one arnaz-
Ing night. Boise, be prepared for a
rockin' Tuesday night as the Cirque
Du Bois continues its stride of cel-
ebrating women from all art forms.
Poetry, comedy and music, oh my.
Tomorrow
night the
11'h Annual
Celebration of
Women in the
Arts, a benefit
for the Women's
and Children's
Alliance, will be
held downtown
at Hannah's.
The evening
will be hosted
by Dana Oland
of the Idaho
Statesman,
Maggie O'Mara
of Newschannel 7, Kate Magwlre
of Mix 106, Michelle Edmonds of
Channel 6 News, Natalie Hurst of
Channel 2 News,. Melisa Paul of
from 100.3 the X, Chris Kelly and Jon
Duane from. KIDO, Scott Dorvale
the 60n Your Side Meteorologist,
Paul. Fredericks from' Channel. 2
News;' Margo'. Vaughn fro K-Hlts,
lynn Hightower of the Boise Pollee
DepartlIlent, ¥ellssll DawnofKool
104,lt()b~ Scott/and Laura Gann~on
from J07~9Ute FM,Amy .Musl~a
Mamma Atkins of the Boise Weekly,
and Autumn Haynes from the Boise
State Women's Center.
Rocci Johnson, of the Rocci
Johnson Band, spearheaded this
event 'In 1994 and her initial rea-
sons were to bring together Divas
from Boise and the surrounding
areas together on one stage and one
energy level. Now the event has spi-
raled into not only a celebration of
music, but vi-
sual art, poet-
ry, comedy and
much more as
well.
"A catalyst of
creative force
has come into
fruition and
mushroomed
- into this beau-
tiful thing,"
Johnson said.
,', No discrimi-
nation based
• Roee' Johnson on sex will
occur at this
event, for many men are Involved in
the production ofeWA, but gener-
allylt Is a night set aside for female
artists to "celebrate who we are,"
Johnson said, "when women put
their heads together they get a lot
accomplished."
The theme olthe nlghtls not only
to celebrate women artist but also
to' ·pl'0mote .women's Issues and
·s~c1ocUlturaIConcems,· '..Johnson
said, Being Involved with this event
ha(hada i;lgnifl~8tit im~;acton
Ingredients:
1/2~1 cup blueberries phis anyoth- .
erfrult you want to add .
1-2 bananas (depending on how
many people you plan to feed, one
per person) . . .', .
1/2-1cup.oatmea!, cooked
'1/3-1/2 cup vanilla soymilk,or
~nillayogurt
1/3-1/2 ctiporange juice.
I/H/2 ~upany other juice (cran-
beO:y; pear. apriCot n~ctar;r~sp~·::'.
.berry.elt.) . : :: . .,
;':c.l~sp.hilll11Y,' •
'; ":' ';, ~;;
!'I'IIllTOBYM@~~:; , , '. , ..
Johnson's life, but without the help
of Hannah's none of this would be
possible, lohnson said. "What in-
spires me the most is not just the
concept or idea, it shows me and
helps. me to realize that when hu-
man kind puts our heads together
we can move forward in a positive
fashion," Johnson said.
Women and men involved are
simply asked to put personal dif-
ferences aside and come together
for a good cause. "The only criteria
for being on board with this is to put
the differences you have aside and
come together on the same level,"
Johnson said.
Prior to the Diva concert, all the
artists come together in a prayer
circle, but not to attribute religion,
rather delve into the spiritual side
of harnessing each indivdual's en-
ergy to the same level: celebrating
who we are and of course "knock-
ing the socks off their listeners."
The night will kick off at five with
the Frim Fram Four featuring Gayle
Chapman and will end tentative-
ly around 10 p.m. as The Divas of
Boise take the stage. Theirshowwill
begin around 8:45 and will include
adynamic blend of song, comedy,
and' powerfully moving musical
numbers by' Kathy Miller, .Carrie
Padilla, Kerry Rourke, Deb Sager,
Rebecca Scott, Margaret Montrose
Stigers, Sirah Storm. Mary' Magill
W'eaverand Johnson herself.
For. .a . complete
ingof aU the events,
·wwW.arbiteronlhie.com;·
BY AMBER FUGER
Assistant Culture Editor
put the appliance to use. With this
recipe you can use whatever juice
you like, whatever fruit you like,
and if you don't dig soymilk, some
vanilla yogurt will do just fine.
Start by pouring in a handful or
two of blueberries. Then, a banana
or two depending on how many
smoothies you plan to get out of
the mix. With the oatmeal, it is best
when chilled but you can add two
large spoonfuls fresh off the stove
list-
go to
or out of the microwave to the mix.
Use instant oatmeal and make as
much as you want, for it can sit in
the fridge and be used each morn-
ing in your smoothie concoction.
After you add the oatmeal It is
time to splash in some liquid. Pour
in the soymilk and orange juice,
and to jazz it up, add any other kind
of juice you desire. Pear juice is
tasty, as well as apricot nectar, but
cranberry juice adds a special zing
to the mix. If you really like them
sweet, add a dollop of honey.
Hit the blend button and in a few
minutes you will have a tasty treat
that tantalizes the taste buds and
awakens the mind. Smoothies are
unique to your tastes, so feel free to
play around and create your own.
wanted to do my version not reggae
cause it's not that I'm a reggae fan,
it's just that I'm a positive and opti-
mistic guy and I like to sing songs
of peace and love, and that song, to
me, is kind of the anthem for peace
and love," Mraz said.
But Mraz also loves songs from
his new album. According to him,
it's hard to pick a favorite because
it changes everyday.
"I really like 'Song for a Friend'
- the last song. And I like 'Please
Don't Tell Her' as well.i.I love that
song. I love 'Life is Wonderful.' I
like it all. I'm really proud of the re-
cord," Mraz said.
According to Mraz, making a
record is a long process that in-
volves the writing of many songs.
"You write about 40 songs when
you make a record and when you're
choosing your final set list that is
going to be on the album, it always
ends up being the songs that were
the easiest to write because they're
the most natural and they're the
most honest tunes. They weren't
forced or contrived. They just hap-
pened."
And when it comes to truly enjoy-
ing his music, no matter how often
he performs or hears his songs on
the radio, Mraz loves it.
"The day that I get sick of the
songs, I'm quitting because there
would be no point in doing it. I don't
want to go out there and lie to ev-
eryone and play songs I hate. I love
them," Mraz said.
And while he admitted songs can
get annoying when they are heard
a lot, Mraz said performing them is
totally different because he's on the
other side of It.
And how did Mraz come up with
such a clever alias, Mr. A-Z?
"Cause I'm fucking brilliant,
that's how," Mraz said. He said he
likes to break down his name.
"It's kinda like analyzing your
name," he said. "Mr. A-Z - begin-
ning to end, alpha - omega. Mister
everything, You want something? I
got it. I got a little bit of everything.
And I got lots of it."
BY MARIANA BEKKER
Culture Editor
On Wednesday Nov. 16, just a few
days shy of Thanksgiving Break,
Jason Mrazwill grace Boise with
his presence with a performance at
the Big Easy.
Mraz, better known as Mr. A-
Z, is currently on tour promot-
ing his new pseudo self-titled
album "Mr. A-Z:
According to Mraz, "Mr. A-
Z" sounds like a sequel to his
first album, "Waiting for my
Rocket to Come," but this time
he "used a slightly different oc-
tane of rocket fuel and had a great-
er amount of ,time to prepare its
launch:
"Though I've collaborated with
both my touring band and people
Whose influences have always af-
fected my musical ear, such as my
producer Steve Lillywhite, this al-
bum is all Mraz from beginning to
end, from alpha to omega, from the
frontal lobe to the reptilian mem-
brane ... from A to Z," Mraz said.
According to Mraz, his new alum
took exactly one yearto make, from
the day the first word was scripted
in January 2004 to mastering in
January 2005, giving the whole af-
fair a "true four-season feel."
"These 12 songs recognize the
events of my last few years, in which
I left coffee houses where I was
raised and was thrust into the the-
atre and arena circuit with the suc-
cess of "Remedy," Mraz said. "I'm
pretty sure this album will please
audiences from both my caffein-
ated roots as well as those from my
recently discovered Red Bull and
beer chugging jam band scene."
Mraz said all the touring he has
been doing has left him with little
time off. "If I start planning a day
off, I get really sad," Mraz said.
But on this particular day, when
Mraz was interviewed, he was get-
ting ready for yet another perfor-
mance.
"Tonight I have to perform a
showcase like you've never seen
before - an extraordinarily bril-
liant showcase. A song and dance
with lights and mirrors and smoke
and tights, splits and scissor kicks,"
Mraz said,
When he finishes this spectacu-
larshow ... ?
"And then it's over and we all
have ice cream," Mraz said. "We
have vodka-flavored ice cream and
Jagermeister-f1avored ice cream,
I don't eat that kind," Mraz said.
"That's gross."
But when Mraz isn't touring or
eating spiked ice cream, he makes
commercials.
He recently appeared on a Gap
commercial where he confessed his
favorite song while sporting some
classic Gap-like garb.
In the commercial, Mraz claims
his favorite song is "One Love" by
Bob Marley. But in actuality, that
is only one of many of his (avo rite
songs.
"I submitted about 10 to the com-
mercial and so then they corne back
and say 'One Love' is going to be
your favorite song and I say 'per-
feet," Mraz admitted.
He says he likes the song's lyr-
ics more than anything. "It's why I
i.nllt~ehl'iIl, 1IS a auouI tHe womp ay
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This surfer girl is sootHing
and swee:tlY
understated
BY HARIANA BEKKER
Culture EditorI
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BY RYAN ':00
CUlture;~?t~tft·,
Let me begin by saYingf'h~'
site; tristanprettyman:comt' the first glance across a room
',com' is a heart.,,'· .• ·: That Way"), to the meat of a thrlv-
Let me also,state thaf'a'S d effortless relationship ("Sim~le'
this CD,strange things happ. ould Be") to the' realization that
the first song I listened·.tp7(· ought to is gone ("Breathe").
myself "this sounds like a girl version of Pr, " ' an writes, sings and plays.qul«
Ja~on Mraz." No sooner had I thought tar.oneach song with some occasional
this, Jason Mraz began singing the sec- help from guests like Mrazon the' previ-
ond verse. This particular songhasa slow ously-mentloned duet and G, Love, who
acoustic"I don't knowyou but I am pretty contributes only harmonica on a couple
sure we are soul mates" typevibe.llater of songs. Her own vocal abilities include
found out she is alsoopening;upfqr)asoh breathing out a song rather than singing
Mrazon Nov. 16 (It The BigEasy.}:t, .,).t.Heryoice is mostly deep and breathy
Prettyman has perfectly m[mlc~ecl;;' 'gh notes.
Jewel persona of the shy and'lhs~bQ' tthis delivery is perfect for the
pretty girl who talks so much aboQbn.}he album, It is a coffee shop
a relationshipshouldbe that shewillrt{ ance that remains in the coffee
likely never reachsuchlofty expectatio't, ntimate and low.
Nevertheless,you can't help but want terthan a prevlouslv released sev-
be either her or one of the guys she singSasktP"twentythree" is Prettyman's
so intimately about in her music. . record. If you are an aspiring musi-
!\low.thatI havemadesomerandomcom- her s .y will make you sick. After
meJi.t~s~b"qytPrettyman's character, allow' .' ssed with Ani DiFrancoas
m' "'" j out the music. It isvery good'e picked up a guitadorthe .
s' ',,' ble soundthat resonateswit ted writing and.within a few .
ai)' , ,,',,,' nO~nasever been in a relation rs of surfing, jamming, and
sh'lR;!9Qq#'dg~~d,short or long.Sheplain .ith friends was being scout-
Iy Q.¢$crlbes·allof the best parts of beln r ' els, .
in' JR~ ',' i1ar to that of Jack
,Ijlajnspositive about reia 'me want to move to
tions~. ,J/ifgygljout and leaves out th ' rf andsee if lean'
sordidWhWW~l')t~wrongdetails, with ttl g.
exception6f~iS6.n·gsForThe Rich:'Thl$( hould pick up this
the perfect albumto listen to ifyciuar~;'rr , " ou view relation-
a good relationship, If not, you wllibegili ·,·shipS;' n , an is definitely not
believingthe rest of the world is havingall looking for a oile-night stand.
the fun you're not.
The Seether of 2005 is far dif-
ferent than the Seether of 2002,
and their new album "Karma and
Effects" best illustrates this meta-
morphosis, As front man Shaun
Morgan explains, this new album
is the first album that has been
written as a band, "We hadn't re-
ally been a band up until then,"
Morgan says,
The newly revamped Seether has
been touring to promote their new
album since May, "It's been a long
time since we had any time off. It's
been cool though," Morgan says.
The tour is now heading to
Boise. Seether will' be' perform-
ing tomorrow with 30 Seconds to
Mars at the Big Easy. Morgan ex-
plains that the album was a col-
lective effort of all the band mem-
bers. "It's not just coming from
one mind, it's coming from four
collective conscious writers:'
bvioustheme throughout the at-
relationships. However,eachsong
ut different stages in a relation-
; .~. . ...
Morgan says. He also says that he
likes the new album better than
Seether's previous works. "It's an
attempt on our part to be more ex-
perimental than the last album and
try to get away from the Nirvana
impressions:' Morgan says.
However, Morgan is quick to ad-
mit that Nirvana is the reason he
got into music in the firs! place.
"What inspired me to pick up
a guitar and play music was the
Nirvanas and the Pearl Jams - that
era of music that just exploded out
of nowhere, It's the real honest
music. ..the kind of stuff I like:'
Morgan says.
According to Morgan, he start-
ed his first band at the age of 13 in
his native country of South Africa,
His friend gave him Nirvana's
"Neverrnind" album and that's
when he knew he was going to be
a musician, "From the start I was
'hooked:'- Morgan says. "The next
day after I heard the album, I knew
Iwas to play the guitar."
Several years later, Morgan can
look back at his first band and
laugh. "We were atrocious:' he says.
"But we had fun."
Morgan also reflects on how
Sccther didn't always go by its
name. The band was originally
called Sarongas. The band mem-
bers just randomly picked the name
out ofa hat. "We didn't know what it .
mean, and didn't particularly care.
We just thought it sounded cool:'
Morgan says.
Morgan said the band was told
that Sarongas wasn't a good name
and that they needed to change it.
Morgan picked the name Sccther
because of Venica Salt's song
"Sect her," "I liked thesongso I threw
it out there. The rest of the guys liked
it and so did the label," Morgan
says. "I like the lyrics [to'·Seether"j.
We might as well have a name
that's kind of tongue-in-cheek.
If you know the song and where
it comes from, then the name is
kind offunny."
aYde£~!!~!~:"
pickles, nornatro and chips.
. Over 30 s~t;isfying
sandwiches and salads
for lunch, dinner; picnics
and paroies.
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[THIS' WEEK IN
SPORTS]
Men's basketball
Friday
Montana @ BSU, 7:30 p.m,
Women's basketball
Tuesday
Albertson @ BSU, 7 p.m.
Friday
BSU @ Idaho State, 6 p.m.
Football
Saturday
Idaho @ BSU, 6 p.m.
Volleyball
Thursday
San Jose @ BSU, 7 p.m.
Saturday
Fresno State @ BSU, 7 p.rn,
Wrestling
Friday
BSU @ Nebraska, 7 p.m. (CT)
Saturday
Kaufman-Brand Open,'
Omaha, Neb.
[SIDE
LINE]
Idaho Stampede
signs Blackburn
The Idaho Stampede has an-
nounced the signing of 6'7" small
forward and shooting guard
[crmainc Blackburn. Blackburn,
who played his last two seasons
with Boise State University, joins
former Bronco teammate Franco
Harris on the Stampede roster.
Blackburn joins the Stampede
after playing for the West Sydney
Razorbacks in Australia. In his last
year at Boise State, Blackburn aver-
aged 15.4 ppg, 4.5 rpg, and 2.8 apg
and led the team to the Western
Athletic Conference champion-
ship game where he was selected
to the Ali-WAC Tournament Team.
He was selected by the Stampede
in the fifth round of the 2005 CBA
draft.
Opening night for the Idaho
Stampede is Saturday, Nov. 19 at the
Qwest Arena against the Yakima
Sun Kings at 7:10 p.m.
Cross country
runs at regionals
The Boise State men finished
19th at the NCAA Western Region
Cross Country Championships
Saturday at the Stanford University
Golf Course, while the Boise State
women placed 21st.
The Boise State men had a pair
of runners finish in the top 100 in
the 10k race, with junior Ty Axtman
topping the Broncos with a 66th
place finish in a time of 31:58.4.
Cody Eaton placed 88th in a time of
32:52.8.
Junior Becky Ward-Guyette led
three Bronco women who fin-
ished in the top 100 in their 6k
race. Guyette covered the course
in 21:46.9 to place 55th. Freshman
Breanna Sande was 65th in a time
of 22:04.3, while freshman Kendra
Hernandez placed 80th in a time of
22:28.0.
Volleyball loses
to Idaho
The Idaho Vandals defeated the
Boise State Broncos in Western
Athletic . Conference volleyball
Saturday in four games.
The Vandals won the first two
games,30-24,30~15. Boise' State
came back to win the third game,
30-23, and then almost pushed to a
game five, but Idaho ended up win-
ning the fourth game, 34-32, to get
the match.
BsU'sCameron. Flunder had
18 kllls-and flve blocks, Tlffany
Stllcring •.'foUowedwith .nine kills.·
Mandy Klein had 46 assists and
siX~locks; .' - ..
WAC winning streak ends four
years to the day after it began
BY TREVOR HORN
Sports Editor
had one thing against them - a win against
three-time defending WAC champion BSU.
Until Thursday night.
"It was a great win to give Boise State a taste
of their 'own medicine," Pinegar said, who
completed 22 of 36 passes for 307 yards and
two touchdowns. Pinegar passed David Carr
as the all-time Fresno State leader in touch-
down passes.
"Pinegar passed David Carr as the all-time
Fresno State leader in touchdown passes,"
BSU Head Coach Dan Hawkins said.
BSU jumped out quickly, On the second
play of the game, running back Jeff Carpenter
scampered down the field 67 yards for the
score just 47 seconds into the game.
The stadium fell silent, but so did the BSU
offense following that play.
The Broncos were shut out for the final 59
minutes and 13 seconds.
"Unfortunately, we couldn't get back to
more of that," Hawkins said.
Pinegar came out on the ensuing drive and
completed three of his first four passes. On
second and eight at the BSU 27, Fresno State
ran a wide receiver reverse to Paul Williams.
Nearly seven yards behind the line of scrim-
mage, Williams appeared to be tackled, but got
away from the Bronco defender and took the
ball for a 12-yard run. Thenext play, running
back Wendell Mathis rushed up the middle for
a IS-yard score, tying the game up at seven.
The Bulldogs went up 14-7 on the first oftwo
touchdown passes from Pinegar to Williams
for 29 yards.
Three drives later, Kyle Stringer booms a
punt down to the 2-yard line, pinning the
Bulldogs deep. Mathis rushes for two yards.
A false start and the Bulldogs are back on the
two. Pinegar then ran a play-action pass to
Williams for 98 yards, and shifted the momen-
tum directly in the arms of the Bulldogs.
"That was definitely a momentum killer for
us," linebacker Korey Hall said. "Here we have
_them on the [2]-yard line anda chance to get
See Football [page 91
Say it ain't so, T.O.
BY DUSTIN LAPRAY
Sports Cotumnlst
The NFL has hit its midway point
and division races are catching
stride. Teams that have been hiding
in their closet have poked into the
light. The Chicago Bears are lead-
ing the NFC North for God's sake,
but all I've heard from the league
this week concerns the Terrell
Owens saga.
For those of you who have been
hiding under the bleachers for the
last few weeks, the Philadelphia
Eagles suspended Owens for con-
duct detrimental to the team. It is
only a four-week stretch, but after
that, the Eagles plan to bench their
pro-bowl receiver for the remain-
der of the season and trade or cut
him in the off-season.
I say good riddance.
I have played with players who
had bad attitudes, but none of them
ever reached the level of selfishness
T.O. has proclaimed over the last
year.
The ironic thing is that he is going
to lose a load of cash in the trans-
actlon.v'I'hls money-loving man,
who fired his agent and hired the
forked-tongued Drew Rosenhaus to
get a new deal, was slated to make
a fortune off his abilities. Now he
will lose his seven-year deal and
will most likely have to sign for
less money with a team that will be
hard-up to pay him with this cruel-
ly-low salary cap the NFL owns.
There was never a question in my
mind whether the man could play
football. He is fast, strong and will
not shy away from crossing routes.
He will go up and get a pass regard-
less of the safeties coming at him.
He runs great routes. He is enter-
taining. He may very well be the
best pound-for-pound athlete in
the league.
But he is out of a job and in my
opinion, isn't even a quality foot-
ball player. I have higher standards
for football players. For me, they
exhibit the highest level of team
play in any sport. Every player on
the field must fit into a scheme, do
his part and contribute to the well-
oiled machine that is a team.
Owens is the grime that has built
up in the Eagle engine. The most ef-
ficient way to get rid of the grime is
to flush the system.
The Eagles, though, were a .500
team with arguably the best wide
receiver in football. Without him,
they may as well be looking, hoping
for a last-place finish and a high-
draft pick to score a young, talented
receiver, who is not afraid to be-
come a team member.
They play in what has become
the NFL's toughest division, a year
removed from being one of its
worst. There is no way the Eagles
can keep pace with the New York
Football Giants without T.O. I look
at the addition ofPlaxico Burress to
the Giants' roster and wonder why
he doesn't make waves crash, but
rather lets them roll.
I feel bad for T.O., not because he
lost money or got fired, but because
he doesn't get it. No one is bigger
. than the game. Its fields can hum-
. ble any man and its parity and con-
tract structure can end a dynasty
or Peter Pan Complex ina one-year
stretch .
Though Owens is out.. the NFL
is in. I can'twaUforMonday night
in PhiUy, where Owens could have
helped his team win,: sol can wit-
ness the TEAM the Eagles will pur
on the fieldagainstthelrmost-hat-
ed rival,: those Dallas CoWboys:.
\. ~. . ,.,,, -. . -', . ,.- - . - .; '. --'. .
On Nov. 10,2001, Boise State defeated Hawaii
on the road, spawning the longest conference
winning steak in the history of the Western
Athletic Conference.
On Nov. 10, 2005, exactly four years later,
that streak came to an end.
Boise State misfired on offense and allowed
27 unanswered points to Fresno State as the
Broncos were beat by the Bulldogs 27-7 at
Bulldog Stadium Thursday night.
"It's really, really tough, especially being a
senior to see it come down to an end. I know
it's always got to come down to it. Someone
has got to lose," senior running back Lee
Marks said. Marks finished with a team-high
six carries for 35 yards. But Marks fumbled the
ball late in the second half to set up a Fresno
State field goal.
"I know myself; I didn't do a great job and I
put this blame on myself because I fumbled,"
Marks said. "That was just the way a senior is
supposed to do things. I will make sure that
won't happen again."
There was a monkey on the back of Fresno
State Head Coach Pat Hill and Bulldog senior
quarterback Paul Pinegar. Fresno State (8-1
overall, 6-0 WAC) had jumped to No.8 in the
national rankings ir. 2001 before BSU upset
the Bulldogs, igniting the beginning of domi-
nance for BSU (7-3, 5-1 WAC) in the WAC.
Fresno State seemed to rise to every chal-
lenge possible, going with the mentality of
anyone, anytime, anywhere; but the Bulldogs
Senior running back Lee Marks
(top) fumbles the football during the
second quarter, and center Jadnn
Dalley (69) lowers his head on the
Sideline during the fourth quarter
of the 27-7 loss to Fresno State
Thursday night.
Bronco gymnastics and basketball land recruits
Courtesy BroncoSports.com tumbling." BSU Head Coach Sam
Sandmire said. "She does a dou-
bles backflip with a full twist on
floor and a beautiful full twisting
backflip on vault."
Leizorek is currently a se-
nior at Palm Desert High
School. She trains at SCEGA in
Temecula. She has competed
as a Level 10 gymnast as well as
nationally;' .
·Yvette has a unique vault with
a start value of 10." Sandmire said,
"She is a beautiful tumbler and
daricer on beam and floor and
SWings well on bars. She is just a
.great all-around competitor."
O'Donnell isa senior at
Chinguacousy 'Secondary
School. She trains at Gyuutilstics
Mlssissauga. She placed rust on
.floor, •fourth on. vault and fifth
In i~e all-around at the 2005
Canadian Nationals.
"Katie is a dynamic competitor
with lots of experience." Sandmire
. said, "She choreographs her own
routines and should be a crowd-
pleaser. Katie is strong on all
four events."
eraged 17 points and 8.3 rebounds
per game, while making 58 per-
cent of his shots for the Knights.
As a junior, Young backed up
Dave Neal (20 ppg, 10 rpg], who is
a freshman at Maryland this sea-
son.
As a backup, he made 54 per-
cent of his shots. Young will serve
a two-year LOS mission and join
the' Broncos in the fall of2008.
Young is the third player signed
by Graham and the Broncos dur-
, ing the current signing period.
He joins 6-foot-6-inch, 200-
pound Paul Noonan· from
Beaverton High 'School in
Beaverton, Ore.; and 6-foot-
10, 230~pourid . Zach Moritz
from Columbia High School In '.
Vancouver, •Wash. Graham .has
two more sCholarships to. award
before the 2006-07season.
Gymnastics
Three high school seniors have
signed National Letters of Intent
to attend Boise State University
and join the Bronco gymnastics
program in the fall of 2006. Two of
the gymnasts are from California
- Brittony Gildon from Lancaster
and Yvette Leizorek from
Rancho. The third gymnast, Katie
O'Donnell, is from Brarnpton,
Ontario, Canada. ,
Gildon is currently a .senlor
at Quartz HllI .HighSchool. She
trains at JAGS. She Is a former
.state champion on Iloor and vault.
Gildon also qualified to the Level' .
10 regionalsin 2005. .
"Brittan}' is 11 power-packed
gymnast w. hoskiesherleaps and..
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Bulldog execution thwarts Broncos
Fresno State did
everything right
in Thursday's win
BY TREVOR HORN
Sports £dltor
The Fresno State fans stuck
around to congratulate thecoaches
and players on finally beating the
demons that haunted them the last
four seasons.
With good reason, too. Fresno
State did all the right things, and
. Boise State didn't.
"Their defense did a great job and
their coaches did a great job pre-
paring for us. They just played bet-
ter than us tonight and my hat is off
to them," running back Lee Marks
said.
The Broncos had been a running
machine corning into the game,
averaging 219 yards a game on the
ground.
Against Fresno State; the
Bulldogs' time of possession was
better than a two-to-one ratio over
Boise State - and the Broncos only
ran the ball 10 times in the first
half.
The inability to complete passes
and stop the big 'plays on defense
doomed Boise State in the first half,
despite shutting out the Bulldogs
after the half.
"They just didn't go our way. We
made mistakes. Things happen. It
wasn't anyone's fault, just didn't go
our way:' linebacker Colt Brooks
said.
Mistakes like missed tackles on
long-pass plays; dropped passes
and balls not thrown to receivers;
and fumbles, interceptions and
Jeff Carpenter scores a touch-
down on the second play
from scrimmage for Boise
State. The Broncos never
reached the end zone again
against the Bullodgs. The
Broncos lost 27-7 despite the
defense shutting out Fresno
State in the second half.
PHOTO BY STANLEY BREW5TERiTHE ARBITER
missed assignments. These were
all strikes against BSU that harmed
the Broncos.
The Bulldogs stayed clear of cost-
ly mistakes .
·We just couldn't connect. We'd
get a guy open and not throw [the
ball] there. We get open [and] drop
it - not enough consistency of
making plays to where you could
go with a balanced attack:' Head
Coach Dan Hawkins said,
The defense made mistakes in
the first half, but cleaned them up
after intermission.
But the offense continued to
struggle.
The team that makes the least
mistakes usually comes out the vic-
~~ .
Thursday night, that was sim-
ply the-case for Fresno State. The
Bulldogs did the right things, and
now have that first conference win
over BSU, a sole possession of the
lead in the WAC.
BSU vs. FSU - Box Score
1 2 3 4 Final Team Stats BSU FSUBSU 7 0 '0 0 7 1st Downs 13 24
FSU 7 20 0 0 27 Rushing Yards 104 206
Passing Yards 190 307
Scoring Summary Total Offense 294 513
1st Quarter Fumbles/Lost 3/1 0/0
BSU - carr.enter 67 run (Mont!l0mery kick), 14:13 Penalties/Yds. Lost 5/47 6/32
FSU - Willams 29 pass from Pinegar (Zimmerman kick), 10:31 Punt Average 44:3 52,5
2nd Quarter Inteceptlons 2 1
FSU - Williams 98 pass from Pinegar (Zimmerman kick), 14:48 Time' of Possession 19:25 40:35
FSU - Zimmerman 29 FG, 4:25 _ 3" Down Conv. 4 of 12 7 of 16
FSU - Zimmerman 26 FG, 0:05 Sacks By 2 3
Boise State Fresno State
passin~ Att-Comp-INT Yards TO Long Passing AU-Comp-INT Yards TO Long
Zabrans y 32-15-2 190 0 30 Pinegar 32-22-1 307 2 98
Rushing No. Yards TO Long Avg. RushIng No. Yards TO Long Avg.
Carpenter 1 67 1 67 67.0 Mathis 25' 121 1 28 4.8
Marks 6 35 0 35 5.8 Sumlin 10 61 0 28 6.1
Carter 4 16 0 7 4.0 Pinegar 6 6 0 6 . 1.0
Zabransky 8 -12 0 10 -1.5
Receiving No. Yards TO Long
Receiving t~o. YK;rds TO leng Williams 6 149 2 98
Rabb 5 80 0 23 Jamison 5 56 0 18
James 3 50 0 30 Mathis 3 31 0 19
Nanee 3 20 0 11
Defense Tkls TFL INT Sack
Defense Tkls TFL INT Sack Marshall 8 1.0 1 0
K. Hall 10 0 0 0 Goodwin 6 0 0 0
Barrios 9 0 0 0 Riley 5 0 0 0
C. Hall '9 0 0 0 McIntyre 3 2,0 0 2.0
Tadman 9 0 0 0
The Sym~=~,ion
Cocktail Lounge
2 1 and 0 v e r - I D R.e q u ; red
InternetJ~keBox Daily' Specials
Play what you want to hear '.- -~--"'----,-
. Mon - JackDaniels $3.00
HappyHour. tue- 44 North $4.00
4 - 6Mon - Sat Wed - Chili Bombs $4.50
5 - 7Sunday Thur- Jagermiester $3:00
Sun -BloodyMar>.'~3.0q
Poo1ball [from page 8J
a safety and then they run play ac-
tion.1twasn'tlike our guy was out of
position, we just got to make those
plays."
Williams finished with a career-
high 14.9 yards receiving and the
two scores ..
"Paul Williams was a freak
[Thursday night]. He showed up
and made it easy for me. All I had
to do was get the ball in his hands,"
Pinegar said.
Fresno State scored 10 more
points in the second quarter to take
a 27-7 lead into the half.
"My hat's off to their staff and
their team; they out-coached us and
outplayed us. We couldn't make a
play when we needed it," Hawkins
said.
Neither team scored in the sec-
ondhalf.
The BSU defense shut down
Pinegar in the second half. After
passing for 251 yards in the first
half, Pinegar threw for just 56 yards
after halftime with no touchdowns
and an interception.
"[In the] second halfwe carne out
with a little more fire and tried to
catch up and play better, but overall
we needed to corne out ready to go
and that was something we didn't
get done," Hall said.
Despite keeping the Bulldogs
from adding to the lead in the sec-
ond half, the BSU offense was un-
able to capitalize on an interception
by Gerald Alexander in the third
quarter as Fresno State continued
to control the clock throughoutthe
game.
The Bulldogs ran 45 plays in the
first half, compared to just 20 by the
Broncos.
BSU never started a drive in
Fresno State territory as the
Bulldogs had three drives begin in-
side the 50-yard line.
"They did a great job, they really
did. They made plays when they
had to 'make them and a lot of guys
made great plays,' Hawkins said:
The Broncos had opportunities
to come back in the second half.
Following a drive where BSU at-
tempted a failed fourth-and-short
on their own 31, Fresno State had
the ball on the I-yard line and the
Broncos stuffed the quarterback
sneak to retain possession,
"We just knew it was coming,"
linebacker Colt Brooks said.
BSU was able to drive the ball
from deep in their own territory
as jared Zabransky completed two
straight passes to jerard Rabb for
33 yards to the Fresno State 46. On
just his second carry of the game,
Carpenter rushed down the field 28
yards to the l8-yard line, but a hold-
ing call on Derek Schou man negat-
ed the play.
BSU failed on fourth-and-20 four
plays later.
"[It] just seemed like we were a lit-
tle off," Zabransky said. Zabransky
was just 15 of 32 for 190 yards and
two intert:eptions. "Early balls were
just out of receivers' reach and a
. couple penalties hurt us. just wasn't
clicking for us. just an off night:'
matcha mornenturnr
A nutritious source of lasting energy. We blend
matcha green tea with passionfruit-mango
juice, soymilk, peaches and mangos.
a~afeye-openern~ ~~
Get started and keep going with a~ai. (Ah-sah-yee.)
The juice of this Brazilian berry, infused with
guarana, adds antioxidants and omega fatty acids
into strawberries, bananas and soymilk.
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New Producers, New Shows
Check Out AM730 on Sundays for BSU Student Radio
1:00 PM THE POWER TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE 7:00 PM REBEWTION
2:00 PM THE GHOSTWOOD DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 8:00 PM ECLEcnC SELEcnON
2:30 PM THE SHOWCASE
3:00 PM TJ'S INDIE ROCK SHOW
4:00 PM SWEET MELODIES
5:00 PM JESSEJAMES
6:00 PM JET SET
9:00 PM ALIEN CAPSULE
10:00 PM THE DUTCHESS SHOW
10:30 PM WAYSIDE
11:00 PM BOISE DEEP
BETTER !NGRE:DIENTS
BETTER PIZZA
1323BROADWAY AVENUE
367·9200
ASK FOR BSU SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR
BOISE STUDENTS·AND FACUL TV
$5.99 LARGE I-TOPPING PIZZA
DELIVERED ANYWHERE ON CAMPUS
OR CARRYOUT WITH BSU ID.
I ~~..l~)IIUU(~..l~'SI"(JNNII~S'I' )10)1"
IJIlO.,OD1' 1'0 (~ON'I'I~S'I' SIGN IJI' NOW
\,0., BY : --,,~ . ..' .'", •r: (:1\1.1,: 3:1I.IIONll
NICK A1'NI1'E I?on NOV 15'1'11
IUmlJlAIl SIIOWS: SUOW ._.~"i;",_~, '".;·:i::l:ll"~
WED - SUN 8:00 PM
W/2 SHOWS ON:
FRIDAV & SATURDAV
8 & 10:15 PMOI)I~N lUJ(~:-
tst two Tuesdays of the ,"ot1th
ot1ly.tt wlstildet1t Id Ot1Opet1Mlc t1ightsl
BSU freshman Michael Monroe (left) defeated Michael Monroe for the black-belt Kyrogi title.
BY DUSTIN L.APRAY
Assistant Sports £dltor
More than 180 competitors from
all over Idaho and the Northwest
competed Saturday in the Boise
State University Open Taekwondo
Championships in the Student
Union's Jordan Ballroom.
Awards were handed out to first,
second and third-place finalists
in the Kyrogi,.or sparring, section
of the competition. BSU fresh-
man Jason Jeffries won his black-
belt Kyrogi finals match 23-18
over Michael Monroe of Pocatello
Taekwondo.
Jeffries and Monroe fought a vtg-
orous match, exchanging the lead
and body blows in the first round,
Monroe took a 3-1 lead early in
the match, but was deducted a point
for kicking Jeffries in the throat.
After taking a timeout to regain his
breath, Jeffries answered Monroe's
aggressiveness and battled back to
trail 0-7 as the duo exchanged head thegold.
kicks. '. Jeffries, the president of the BSU
Competitors in the Open were' Taekwondo Club, may have gar-
awarded two points for a head shot nered a 'little recognition with his
and one point for a body shot. Kicks win, but he isn't chasing a dream,
or punches to the face or back were "This keeps me in shape and on
not scored and any scoring blow, taskwlth my tratning," Jeffries said.
whether a kick or punch, had to "This is just a checkpoint forme. It
move the body of the opponent. means I'm doing my job right."
Jeffries landed a roundhouse Jeffries said that, despite his tal-
knock to Monroe's head to take a ent in the sport, he was not inter-
lead, lost it on two blows to his chest ested in pursuing. a career at the
and landed an ax kick to take a 10-9 Olympic or world championship
lead when Monroe went down with level. "Not at that level," he said.
an apparent right leg injury. "I'll go to the national stage, but
Yet, the man carried on and ig- I don't really have the desire to go
nored his limp, but never again beyond that."
would regain the lead. Jeffries and When asked to explain why he
Monroe exchanged furious body competed, if not for the glory/'Why
shots 13-11, 14-11, 15-12. Monroe ' do people run?" he asked. "Why do
landed big right-leg kicks to cut it to people bike all the time? It's just
16-13,16·14, and Jeffries countered a mountain to climb; I just do it. I·
with four kicks to Monroe's gut, 17- wouldn't be very good in the 160
14, 18-14,19-14,20-14 and 20-17 as [pound weight class] if I didn't. It's
Monroe countered with a head ax. just friends hanging out and kick-
The children along the edge of ing each other; I'm kicking that tar-
the ring were screaming for a head get and so are you, it's just a game."
shot (athletes aren't scored head Taekwondo translates from
shots until they reach the 12years Korean to 'the way of the foot and
and older divisions) and Jeffries fist.' It is based on Korean meth-
complied with a left-leg cross that ods of self-defense and is now an
caught Monroe's right frontal lobe Olympic sport.
to go up 23-18 and get the win and "I think it's a great opportunity,"
BSUTaekwondo Club Advisor Bob
Drozda said. "It's an Olympic-style
sport. This gives non-participants
a chance to come see what it's like
up close. For those students at
Boise State, it gives them a tremen-
dous opportunity to compete in an
Olympic sport, if they choose to do
that."
According to the club's Web site,
Drozda is licensed as a master in-
structor by the USA Taekwondo
Union, The USAT is the exclusive
Taekwondo organization recog-.
nlzed by the United States Olympic
Committee. Drozda, the club, and
its members are registered mem-
bers ofUSAT.Drozda is a Kukkiwon
5th Dan black belt who has been
practicing and teaching Taekwondo
for over32 years.
Although the sport involves kick-
ing and punching, Drozda said the
violence incurred upon the COIll-
petltors is a constructive way to
handle the rage.
''When you have two similarly-
trained athletes competing against
each other (wewouldn't spar a black
belt and a white belt), they are very
competitive together, they can just
go out there and lay it out," Drozda
said. "It looks violent, but actually
they are skilled enough that they
probably aren't going to walk away
with more than bumps and bruises
and minimum major injuries."
The' competitors in the Open
wore chest protectors and padded
helmets, to protect both heads and
the feet that contact them.
Drozda said his sport is a sort of
stress-relief, as well.
"We find a Jot of kids who have
a chip on their shoulder," Drozda
said, "They get in here [and] they
figure out they can leave it in the
gym and feel better about them-
selves; and when they're out in the
street, they're not as likely to be as -
aggressive anymore."
BSU students can sign up for
classes on campus and get cred-
its, to learn. the 'art of Taekwondo,
which teaches physical condition-
ing, self-esteem, discipline, team-
work and self-defense. For more
information check out www.bois-
estate.edu/tkd/.
"(Competition) makes the work
worthwhile," Drozda added.
"When you come here and play and
have a good time, that's what it's all
about."
More than 40 colleges in the
nation now have Taekwondo clubs.
405 S 8TH STREET #110.
BOISE, 10 83702
208-331-BONE
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REACH for a Healthier You
BSU9th
Free and Low Cost HEALTH SCREENINGS I
Vision, Hearing, Body Composition. Blood Pressure,
Au Shots-$19 Studentsl$22 Other, Bone Density Screenings $30
Thank you to our GOLD-Ievel sponsors
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POOL TABLES, DARTS . '
DRINK SPECIALS
21 and o~er with ID .
2801 Fletcher (off 27th. + Fairview)
Fair
~ ed. Nov.16, 200 S
10am-3 pm
Jordan BallrOOlh
FREE Admission!
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FREE Gifts and Prizes!
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Broncos blow out Cavaliers in exhibition
have been."
Lane led the Broncos with 19
points and five steals in 28 min-
utes.
Many of Lane's buckets were out
on some of the Broncos' 16 fast-
break points.
"It's always fun to get out and
run; Lane said. "We have to tire
teams out, and when you see a team
is tired it's fun to keep pushin' it
and pushin' it, get the lay-ups and
fast breaks and everything."
The Broncos surged late in the
first half, stringing together a 23-
4 run over a nine-minute stretch
in which eight different Broncos
scored.
In fact, all ten of the BSU play-
ers who got into the game, scored
against Concordia.
Junior Koby Karl was the only
Bronco other than Lane to reach
double figures. Karl had 12 points,
eight assists, six rebounds and
three steals.
The first-half run that put the
game away was also champoioned
by the Bronco big men, Tez Banks,
Kurt Cunningham and Colin
Hallberg, who scored 11of those 24
points and combined to score 30 in
the game.
Banks led the bigs with 10
rebounds and nine points,
Cunningham with 12 points and
Hallberg with three blocks and
eight boards.
"We'll have a little more presence
inside than expected," BSU Head
Coach Greg graham said. "But they
still have aways to go. I think all the
guys had some good moments and
some ad moments. We just need
to extend the good moments and
shorten the bad moments,"
Hallberg, a red-shirt freshman,
dominated play with, his 6-foQt-11-
. inch, 260 frame. He sat through the
entirety of last season.
"It definitely feels really good to
get out there finally," Hallberg said,
"Sitting on the bench the whole
year, I got tired of it after a while."
Banks is the senior on the team
and gets the start for his rebound-
ing and experience, but the future
of the program lies with Hallberg
and Cunningham, both freshmen.
"I try to use my strength, not only'
physical, but my height and every-
thing," Hallberg said. "I try to play
smart ball. I don't just try to look for
myself. I want to flnd shots for my
teammates, because ultimately it's
gonna get me open, as well."
.In Saturday's game, the sloppi-
ness was apparent. The Broncos
has a 19-22 assist-to-turnover ra-
tio, but forced the Cavaliers into 23
giveaways.
"Even though we play fast, we
have to play under control and re-
laxed; that's the key," Lane said.
"Wejust have to stay within the sys-
tem and build upon what's worked
for us in the past." -
Concordia was no pushover, ral-
lying back whenever the Broncos
tried to stretch the lead. The prob-
lem was that the Cavaliers were
battling back from runs of 23, 10
and 11, with runs of six and seven
and six.
Concordia senior point guard
Michael Lay led the team with 15
points five assists and seven steals,
He also pulled in nine defensive re-
bounds.
"The little guy is good; he set
the tone in the first half for them:'
Graham said. "You gotta always
keep him in front ofyou, but I think
we got out and put a little more
pressure on him, caused some turn-
overs and helped us get out onto our
breaks a little bit."
Laywas also responsible for sev-
en turnovers.
He was joined in double figures
by Bobby Lester and Ernie Rama,
who both scored 10points.
Lester had the duty of guarding
the Broncos' three rotating centers,
who at many points in the game
were on the court at the same time,
which created some interesting
matchups for both teams.
"The match ups were good for a
while, but I wanted to play the big
guys some more so we just had to go
with the bad matchups from the de-
fensive standpoint," Graham said.
"Colin faced the guy on the perim-
eter, and the guy at the end of the
half hit the three behind him from
deep. They're guys they normally
aren't going to guard, but in the
long run it will help them become
better defenders."
The undersized Cavaliers had
trouble getting position inside, get-
ting out-rebounded by BSU48-34,
"In this situation they were un-
dcrsized and we took advantage of
their weakness:' Hallberg said.
As far as the rest of the Broncos'
season is concerned, it's unsure of
what caliber of team the Broncos
possess.
"We've got a lot of guys who can
play and do some things and we
just need to bring it to another
level,' Graham said. "Now that we
start regular play, Montana's a team
that's loaded. We're going to need
to step up to get them ... We've got
enough weapons that it's going to be
different guys on different nights."
The Broncos begintheir regu-
lar season Friday when they host
the Montana Grizzlies at taco bell
Arena.
"Montana's a really good team,"
Lane said. "They have a lot of re-
turning starters. They have been
playing good basketball the last
couple of years. We can't take any-
thing for granted and we definitely
have a lot of stuff to work on before
going into that game.
"We're not good enough to look
past any team, so we're just taking
it one game at a time and it will take
care of itself."
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Junior guard Eric Lane (3) gets aerial Saturday night against
Concrodia. Boise State came out on top, 90-64.
BY DUSTIN LAPRAY
Assistant Sports Editor
momentary lapses in focus that
contributed to what junior guard
Eric Lane termed 'a sloppy game.'
"We definitely have to come to
play every game:' Lane said. "We
got a win (Saturday), but we don't
think it was a good win. It was
real sloppy out there (Saturday.)
Compared to the Albertson game,
we weren't as polished as we could
The Boise State men's basketball
team finished its exhibition sea-
son with a resounding 90-64 win
over Concordia Christian College
Saturday in the Taco BellArena,
Although the score shows, a lop-
sided victory, the Broncos did have
Women's basketball
opens with a win
Career Planning
Major Exploration
Job-Search Advising
Internship Information
tntetvieve Training
Job Listings
Resume & Cover-Letter Assistance
,
Courtesy BroncoSports.com •The Boise State women's bas-
ketball team passed its first test of
the year with an 85-49 exhibition
victory over Northwest Nazarene
Thursday night in the Taco Bell
Arena. FiveBroncos scored double-
figure points during the game as
they showed their new head coach,
Gordy Presnell, a little ofwhat they
can do on the court.
Sophomore Jackie Lee led the
Broncos with a team high 18points,
13in the second half, as the Broncos
pulled away from the NCAA
Division II Crusaders. The exhibi-
tion win was the fourth straight
for the Broncos over their Treasure
Valley neighbors from Nampa since
the series was rekindled as a pre-
season rivalry in 2002.
Both teams had questions com-
ing into the game and were look-
ing for answers in their first action
against another squad. .
Boise State has a new coaching
staff, one returning starter who will
see action this season, only seven
returning letterwinners, and five
new faces. The Broncos' task has
been to gel as a team before the reg-'
ular season begins next Friday in
Pocatello against Idaho State.
NNU had many of the same
challenges as Boise State with a
lot of new faces on its roster. The
Crusaders return only five letter-
winners from last season's squad
and added seven newcomers.
Boise State started the contest
strong, showing no real effects
from potential first-game jitters ..
The Broncos sprinted out to a nine- points, while the two seniors, Benita to do," Head Coach Gordy Presnell
point lead on a quick 10-1run in the Buggs and Heather Little, added 12 said.
first four minutes and never looked points each, followed by freshman In fact, ifYOlihad to lookfornega-
back. Powered by junior Nadia Rebecca Kepilino's 11. tivesintheirfirstoutingtheBroncos
Begay's perfectshootlng in the first Junior Michelle Hessing was tops committed 27 turnovers and shot
half (4-for-4 from the floor) for 10 on the boards with a team high eight poorly from the free-throw Iine15-
points.Boise State stretched its lead followe-dby Little and Kepilino With of-24 (62 percent). Other than that
to 26 points in the opening period six each. Lee and freshman Jessica the Broncos looked good offensive-
and eventually went into the locker Thompson tied for the lead in assists ly in their first outing.
room up by 24 (43-19). with four apiece, while Thompson Defensively, BSU looked equally
The second half was a mirror irn- led the team in steals with.six. solid forcing 29NNU turnovers and .'
age oCthe first as the Broncos went NNUwas led by Jessica Metzwith recorded 19 steals, while holding
on a 10-to-5 run in the first four 10pointsand was the only Crusader the Crusaders to 33 percent (21-of~
minutes, increasing their lead to 29 in' double figure points .. Danielle . 63) shooting from the floor and 18
points. Dwelle led NNUon the boards with percent (2-of-1l):frorn beyond the
Boise State pulled out to its larg- six rebounds; arc. 'The Broncos' have one more
estleadofthe night at 37points (79- For the game, BSUshot pretty exhibition game beforetheseason
42) with a little over three minutes well from the floor hitting 49 per- begins next Friday night.
to play. . . cent (32-0[-6S)and SOpercent from Boise Statewill host its other
Five Broncos recorded dou- the three-point line (6-0(-12). Treasure Valley coUnterparts from
ble-digit polntsduring the ga~~. "Our playersr~allYWorkedhard Caldwell; the <Albertson. College .
JolnlngLee's. team-high 18,.Nadla. at playing the. fun courtandmov- Coyotes,.this'fuesday(Nov: IS)at7:,
Begay ended the game WithJ4 . ingor,f~n~ivelyt~whatwe~retrying p.m. i~ theTa<:o~enAl'Cna .. ,. .
·~";i:~;{~~fi~,',~i~\f},~1WF~~~~~ii~.~.~~~:'I~··••• IIiIl~~~~~
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(208) 426-1747 -or- •',.,http://career. orses ate.eduCall
IL---------------------..,.. James Wanless.C
Voyager Tarot Card Master •
"Fit for SPIRIT" and "Fit for SPIRIT PLUS"
Nov 19th and 20th (- - - - ....
'On November 19th, slots are limited!" :r-----------------------------------I Exploring the ancient adage that "TIleBody is the Temple of the Spirit: how to'maintain our physical
I energy and health so that the creative. whole-and evolving lifeforce runs freely and powerfully through us?
: James Wanless at the Spirit at Work Event Seminars will embody a unique and different variety of physical-
I spiritual practices to grow young and "age into sage" like perpetual regeneration of Gaia and the mythic
IGreen Man.These include a kind of "Archetypal Yoga"through embodiment of the Voyager Tarot major
: cards. Wewill experience Primal Energetics - an expressive way for the "soul.of emotion"to keep us in
Imotion, and practice intuitive sensory activations to hone our sixth sense.
: "James will be available for personal readings on the 18th." •
:Workshop cost: $75.00 for 2 sessions or S50 each.--------------------------------------~
710 I\J Orchard. .' .
388.3884
Freshman Rebecca Kepllino attempts a jump shot against
NNU Thurday ntqht. Kepllino scored 11 points in the win.
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'S" ..s Arbltat' claillhd ad~tlu.bato .. i.;Claalfiedlda llIay hip1acIcl thl'IIlIYily.:1IIIIIl1:c1aniflld.@ubl.IIIrinIinI.~. p1unli: ~xl00'or stop!lY the affIi::lI at
605 UniVlll'S1tr DriVlI
(across from the !i1JB).
For infor. Fax. resume to .
343-2468
including, V.aseline,All U
Magazine, Head & Shoul-
ders, Disney, Love Sac,
Helly Hansen, We need
female and male, ages 14
to 45, our rates range from
$30 to $250per hour. Call
today for a confidential
appointment. 208-424-
0799. www.urbantalent.
com
BOI~f HAn
II ~ I \ I , ~ I I
Cherry SleIgh Bed, solid
wood. New-in-box. Value
$899, sacrifice $249. Call
888-1464.
Queen Tempurpedic
style visco memory foam
mattress set. Brand new
in plastic. Retail $1599.
Must sell $399 855-9688
$600 Group Fundraiser Bo~us
4 hoursofyourgroup'stime PLUSour free (yes,free)
fundralslngprogramsEQUAlS$1,000· $3,000 Inearnings
foryourgroup.CallTODAYforup to $600 Inbonuseswhen
youscheduleyourfundralserwithCampusFundralser.
ContactCampusFundraiserat (1-888)-923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundralser.com
Full size orthopedic set.
Brand new in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call 866-
. 7476
RENT IT
SRY IT . For Rent 2 bedroom, 1bath basement apartment
in house three doors from
campus on Manitou.
(Near COEN). BSU wire-
less accessible. $475/mo,
+ Elect. $450 Deposit.
284-6200 or 841-3343.
SELL IT Furniture for sale cheap!Couch, loveseat, table,
chairs, tvs, kegerator,
clocks, lamps, more. Call
631-8851 or 250-4467
1989 Cadillac Deville
Looks nice, FWD, smooth
ride, spacious, well main-
tainedengine. $1395/0bo
344-1221
** #1 Spring Break Web-
site! Low prices guaran-
teed.· Free Meals & Free
Drinks. Bok II people,
get 12th trip free! Group
discounts for 6 +. www.
SpringBreak
Dlscounts.com or www.
LelsureTours.com or
800-838-8202
King size pillowtop mat-
tress set, brand new in
bag. Must sell, $225. Can
Deliver. 866-7476 ei.€N
.~s.
7-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice
$450.Call 888-1464
Large comp, desk cherry
finish, good condition.
$120 or OBO. Includes
moving help if needed.
Must sell. Call 319-1583.
Queen Pillow Top mat-
tress set. Brand new, 'still
in plastic. Must sell $129.
Can deliver. 866-7476
School Health insur-
ance too expensive!! Visit
www.ldaholnsuranceSer-
vices.com Blue Cross
Blue Shield plans or call
Jeff Anderson at 208-523-
3340.
Brand New TI 89 graph-
ing calculator with in-
struction manual. Never
been used. $60 or OBO.
Call 407-7307.
PrivateLivingAreas& Bath
SharedCommonAmenities
AllUtilitiesAndBasic
CableIncluded
EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600
--Refera friend to Boise State'stwo college.
The LarrySelland College offers over 30 different
Career training programs at the Boise and
Canyon County Campus locations.
We have 30 career programs enrolling now.
: . Students can become: '
• Marketing Specialist • Professional Chef
• Public Relations Asst. • Landscape Designer
• Electronics Tech • Accounting Asst.
• Diesel Mech. Tech. • Office Assistant
• Robotics Tech • BroadcastTech
• Legal Admin. Aut • And Many Morel
Many of our students get Jobs before they even
graduatel
Small Classes most limited to 20 students or less.
Outstanding Faculty with proven industry
experience.
Real World Tralnlngl .• learn by Dolngl
Earn a certificate or associate degree in 4-24
months! .
Free Tutoring, most credits count towards a
bachelors degree.
Allages and abilities welcome regardless of
previous educational experience.
Advisors available to meet with prospective
students. GEDalso available.
CallToday! 2 0 8 . 4 2 6 • 1 9 7 4
Larry Selland College
horoscopes
By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services
Cancer (June 22-July22)
Today is an 8 - Your friends
are enthusiastic, and fun to be
around. You'll get in trouble,
however, if you forget a family
matter.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 6 - Ifyou've got any
untried ideas, save them until
later. People who are short on
time are not in the mood to listen.Today's Birthday (11-14-05)
You're strong, but it will be a big
. help if you're also a diplomat.
Get a high-energy person to work
with you, instead of against.
To get the advantage, check the
day's rating: 10 is the easiest day,
o the most challenging.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 6 -The work looks like
fun, and it pays pretty well. The
only trouble is it takes you away
whenyou'd rather stay home,
temporarily.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-'an. 19)
Today is a 9 - You're so cute,
your biggest problem involves
scheduling. Be very careful not to
promise to be in two places at the
same time.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 6 - Now that you've
figured out what you're going
to accomplish, you need a plan.
Don't go shopping yet - that
would be premature.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 9 - Conditions are
stabilizing, finally. But don't take
off quite yeton your celebratory
vacation. Everything's not ready.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb.IB)
Today is as· Careful
contemplation is required, so just
relax. Take your time and don't
be pushed into making the wrong
decision.
Taurus (Apr1120-May 20)
Today is a 9 - You're very
confident now, and good looking.
You have a kind of flair that
others admire and emulate.
You're attracting attention.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is as- The dilemma is
that you have a couple of things
you want to buy. Can you afford
them? Better figure that out, first.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is an 8 - It's time to go back
to school, via your 0'.\111 home
study program. Practice your
skills in private, and you'll go far.
Gemlnl(May21-June21) _
Today is a 4 - Ifyou've forgotten
an obligation, you'll be reminded
soon. Race around and do the
things you know about, quickly.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is an 8 - They say that
opposites attract. That may be
true, especially if you admire the
differences. You'll get to see if you
.do, or can, soon.
(c) 2005, TRIBUNEMEDIA
SERVICESINC.
Distributed by Knight Ridder-
Tribune Information Services.
WDRKIT
ARE YOU THE CAR-
ING PE~SON WE ARE
LOOKING FOR? We are:
Advanced Home Health
Care - a non-medical
agency. We are looking
for flexible companions,
NA, CNA's, for our cli-
ents. Are you that person?
If you are interested in
this type of work, come
see us, at 1102 N Cole or
call 321-7896
-Friendly outgoing cocktail
servers wanted. Apply in
person @The Plank Inter-
national Pub & Grill. 650
Vista Between 2-4pm.
Help Wanted
Attention, Need 29
bilingual People to lose
10-20 Ib this month.
1-800"927-7751
Independent Living
Trainer. Help previously
delinquent youth, age 17-
21, get on their feet. I FIT
evening, I pit weekend
position. Call 919-0441
Looking for a fun job
close to campus? Blimpie
is now Hiring all posi-
tions, ideal for college
students. Benefits include
free meals, employee in-
centive bonuses and flex-
ible scheduling. Apply in
person at .III Broadway
Ave. Or call 388-8802
Looking for anadven-
ture? Join the newest
team. Become a member
of the JUNGA JUICE
team. NOW hiring adven-
ture guides (staff). for its
Broadway store, close to
University. Competitive
wages. Call Joel Fox 208-
870-1063.
Career Center
BroncoJobs
On-and..
off-campusjobs
and Intemshlps
for currentand
graduating
studentsPART TIME EMPLOY-
EE NEEDED to handle
accounts receivable ac-
counts payable and an-
swer phones. Salary DOE.
Hours, 9-1 M-Th
E-mail resume to
info@howLcom or call
342-1388. Close to
BSUI
Check out
BroncoJobs
-II"Jj'j,,'iM"flW'i'jiD
hllp://career.boisestnle.edu
Top Companies filling
FT/PT positon,s. Log onto
todayspublishings.net or
call 1-866-602-6827.
US Army will be holding
interviews for Commis-
sioned Officers, Pilots and
Special Forces on 17Nov.
05 from 2-4 pm in the
BSU Career Center. Call
761-3595.
Now hiring all postions
Leku Ona fine Basque
dining and spirits. Wages
BOE. Drug free work
place. Call Janet 869-
4885.
OPEN CALL Wilhelmi-
na Urban, Idaho's top
booking agency is now
casting print & .promo-
tional models for immedi-
ate placement with clients
Want to bea Lffider? Your last chance to be Involved in Boise States best Iffidership
devekproo1t progam the Resident Advisor Progam is rapidly approoching Pick
up your applicatim at the Residence life effice or any of the four residence halls.
Applicatims are due by Feb. 4th 5:00 at he Residence Life Office
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Liquid weather
5 Froth
9 Make happy
14 Pollster Roper
15 Italian river
16 Current events
sources
17 King or Sues
18 'The Avengers"
star
19 Fall beverage
20 Parakeet.
enclosures
22 Diagonal lines
24.Serengeti
predator
25 Art house film
26 Flagged vehicle
29 Fatso
31 Broadcasts
32 "Ben-
33 Rerun
payments
37 Radames' love
38 Snobbery
39 Cape Cod town
42 Undersized
43 Police officers
45 Fruit beverage
46 Miami or Lima
location
48 Brooch
49 Landscaping
shrub
50 Kind of rocket
52 Poet Thomas
56 Conan or Pat
57 Struck forcefully
58 Puppeteer
Lewis
61 Italian eight
63 Meal scraps
64 Capital near
Casablanca
65 Western state
66 ICU element
67 Portents
68 scam targets
69 Min. parts
.DOWN
1 Arrive at
2 Setto rest
3 Likeness
4 Forgettable
. someone
.5 Distant
6 Small antelope
20
2 3 4 6 7 8 10 11 12 13
14
17
24
38
42
45
49
64
67
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7 Of a painful
spasmodic
attack
8 Capital of
Somalia
9 Roast hosts
10 Kauai souvenirs t-,--,-t-t-:-t-t-
11 Use a
calculator
12 Even score
13 Jug handle
21 Arabia
23 Guy's address
26 Porcelain plates t-t--t--
27 Financial
review
28 Word with band
or ring
30 Commuter's
ride
33 Return in .kind
34 Give the slipto
35 Tendon
36 Status-seeking
. 37 Unnamed
40 Informal
affirmative,
41 Corrosive stuff
Solutions
44 Actress Swit
46 Satellites' paths
47 That girl .
51 Standing by'
53 "SNL"producer
Michaels
54 AoomaUhetop
55Hornet homes
56 Algerian port
58 B'way posting
59 Cured pork
60 Homer's dad
62 Cries of
.surprise
